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Machin Colour Standards
2002 imperforate varieties discovered

Readers should be well aware of the perforated colour standards of the Machin definitive stamps. Well, three
values have been discovered for sale that are imperforate. They were offered at £125 each recently.

Imperforate and equivalent issued stamps. All six items have two phosphor bands.
These dummy stamps were not immediately snapped-up and were still on sale many days after
having first being offered on eBay as “Buy it Now” items by Embassy Philatelists. *

Cartor Attends JAPEX 2018, Tokyo
See last page for details of these recent items
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Free-Form and Circular Tonga

Don’t Be Fooled 1

Stamps packaged into boxes of singles

It’s not entirely clear as to the status of material below

We are primarily used to our stamps being supplied
in sheets, coils or booklets, so it was interesting to
see how the early free-form and circular stamps of
Tonga were supplied by Walsall Lithographic. *

The scans below are thought to probably be somewhat ‘suspect’. If you have any proof that they are
genuinely applied handstamps then please advise
your compiler, otherwise treat with caution! *
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Don’t Be Fooled 2
Perkins Bacon & Co? Nah!

The lot description explained how it was a ‘Lundy
mock-up’, was offered at £10 and is terribly printed.

Or perhaps £50 for this sheet?

And if you have money to burn, you’ll love the
following item, as it will only set you back £25.99.
Sorry for wasting space in DS on this stuff, but
when items mention real British stamp printers, they
need sharing as a warning about just what is out
there. Some less knowledgeable collectors will not
realise what they are buying, especially as they are
all being offered on the eBay global marketplace.
Even if the final item was priced at a couple of quid,
it is still a poor quality item, but £50! And it is
being sold by a stamp dealer that has been trading
for more than 60 years.
Or better still, just £45.99 for the sheet below.

Do you feel that your compiler is being too sensitive
about this type of material? Perhaps you love it? Get
in touch. *

Don’t Be Fooled 3
Genuineness of this item seems highly unlikely

A Harrison specialist and regular contributor to DS
kindly sent a photostat of a Harrison folder of the
type given to its clients (see next page…).
It is interesting in that the Newton stamps are each
handstamped in black SPECIMEN. There is no
logical reason why Harrison would have done this
handstamping.
A further folder relating to the 1972 set of General
Anniversariesis also recorded by our contributor. *
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Don’t Be Fooled 3 (continued)

Cartor at JAPEX 2018
From page one…. Information re dummy items shown

British owned
stamp printer
Cartor produced
attractive items
for this Japanese
stamp show held
in November.
Japan Post is
Cartor’s largest
customer and it
is perhaps not
surprising that
they decided to
support the event.
The theme of the
show was French
and Japanese
friendship, hence
these bearing
digital repros of
French engraved
stamps.
The front page of
this DS shows an
unusual format
for Post and Go
samples in that
the designs are
intentionally in a
vertical format. *

...and finally
Harrison Dummy Display
A chance to see some dummy stamps in the flesh

Your compiler will have a one-frame display at
Spring Stampex 2019 at the Business Design Centre,
Islington entitled Harrison Dummy Stamps of King
George V as part of RPSLs major series of displays
on KGV. Pop along and have a look if able to get to
London between February 13-16 inclusive. *

I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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